
Embedding QA40x-Generated Graphs in Reports 
With release of the QA40x software version 1.162, there is now the ability to export graphs as EMF. EMF stands 

for Enhanced Meta File, and it’s a vector format that allows graphs to maintain their crispness regardless of 

the level of zoom in the document or resolution of the medium. If you are publishing technical material, this 

ensures your graphics stay crisp even when using a very high DPI display medium such as the printed page. For 

example, when working with a Word document on screen, you might be seeing the graphics at a 96 DPI 

resolution and the PNG you pasted into the document looks fine. But once the document is converted to PDF 

and printed, the printer will render at 600 DPI. And suddenly the PNG that looked clear on the screen exhibits 

“jaggies” and other artifacts related to the higher resolution medium. PNG is a raster format. Its resolution is 

fixed. 

Vector formats such as EMF avoid all this and render crystal clear without artifacts regardless of the resolution 

of the output medium. The graph below was copied from the QA40x software as an EMF and pasted directly 

into Word. 

 

Figure 1 Graph above is an EMF taken from the Frequency Response Chirp Automated Test. Zoom in on the title text of this PDF to see 
how the sharpness is maintained, even at 600 DPI or higher. 

EMF Support 
EMF files are widely supported. They can be placed into Office documents, Adobe Illustrator and many other 

programs. Additionally, they can be saved as files.  

In the QA40x application, right click on the main display graph or on an Automated Test graph. In the menu 

that appears, select “Copy to EMF.” This will place the EMF on the clipboard. You can then paste the graph 

directly into Word and other applications.  


